
FineAdjust Applicator

n  Fine adjustment allows users to achieve target with little 
effort by adjusting on increments of 0.15mm (.0006”) 
for conductor crimp height and .063mm (.0025”) for 
insulation height

n  Independent adjustment rings allow users to quickly adjust 
the conductor or insulation crimp height without affecting 
each other

n  Quick tooling removal with the push of a button for fast 
and easy tooling change

n  Track adjustment for bellmouth and cutoff tab are 
adjusted while the applicator is in the press for fast and 
easy setup

n  Compatible with the Molex TM-2000 Universal Press and 
most industry standard presses. However, it does NOT fit 
into TM-40 or TM-42 presses

n  Quick set-up time; plus the crimp height, track and feed 
adjustments can be preset in applicator

n  Applicator designed to industry standard mounting and 
shut height 135.80mm (5.346”)

n  Directly adapts to most automatic wire processing 
machines

n  FineAdjust available for most Molex brand terminals

Mechanical
Dimensions: Height—152.00mm (6.00”) 

Width—132.00mm (5.20”) 
Depth—101.00mm (4.00”)

Weight: Gross—5.4kg (12 lbs) 
Unpacked—4.1kg (9 lbs.)

Mechanics: Stroke—28.50 and 41.30mm (1.125 and 
1.625”) 
Shut Height—135.8mm (5.346”)

Processing Capability: 2500 terminations per hour, depending 
on operator’s skill and application

Features and Benefits

The Molex FineAdjust Applicator is designed to provide an effective method of applying a wide range of feed terminals to a 
prestripped discrete wire and cable. It is the most advanced version of a “universal” crimping tool available. This applicator 
works in the Molex TM-2000 Universal Press and in most industry standard presses. The FineAdjust applicator offers minimal 
setup time without the need for shimming, is versatile, reliable, easy to install, and is designed for mid volume to high volume, 
semi or fully automatic operations.

The Molex FineAdjust Applicator is an improved version  of the Mini-Mac Applicator. The FineAdjust will be replacing the Mini-
Mac where possible. Most 14 AWG and smaller (16, 18, 20, ...) will be designed into the Fine Adjust.
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